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Introduction Experiments

Motivation 

Visual Place Recognition (VPR) allows SLAM to 
remove drift (loop closure) and recover from
tracking failure

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM)
will enable robotics and AR in colonoscopies

Problem

Input: query image from the place to be found
   + database of places visited

Output: database images observing the same 
place as the query 

Contributions

End-to-end netowrk for VPR in colonoscopies

Self-supervised place labelling in colonoscopies
using SfM

Method

Place recognition cast as image retrieval

Images are represented by a global descriptor
obtained after a forward pass through the 
the network proposed in [1]

Descriptors are saved in the database

Training with contrastive loss and SfM labels

Place labelling is self-supervised using SfM [2]

Positives: frames from the same cluster  

Quantitative experiment

Retrieval problem: any frame from the test 
sequence can be retrieved

Baseline: network trained in cities [1]

Qualitative experiment

SLAM problem: only past frames are retrieved 

25% (48.57-60.58) improvement in mAP

Recall@N excluding frames closer than D

Our system retrieves a correct first candidate 
(R@1) in 85.3% of the cases when D = 15

Database grows as sequence is processed 

Relocalization if a place is visited for the first time 

Loop closure if a place is revisited 

A Nearest Neighbour search is performed for 
every query against the database

Negatives: hard-mined examples from a 
different cluster but from the same sequence 
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SfM sometimes gives false negatives but we
are able to retrieve them correctly  
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